The following competencies have been identified as those that best separate superior from satisfactory job performance in the class of Personnel Research Analyst.

*3. Judgement and Decision Making

*20. Job Knowledge

*34. Customer Service

*37. Flexibility

*42. Resolves Conflict

*50. Process Improvement

*53. Leadership

*59. Strategic Planning

On the following pages are descriptions of each competency, including a definition, the level of the competency required for the class (italicized and underlined), examples of behavioral indicators, and satisfactory and superior performance level.

*Competencies necessary prior to job entry
3. JUDGMENT AND DECISION MAKING – Accurately assesses situations, seeks new information if necessary, and applies all available information to reach sound conclusions/formulate effective response.

Level of Competency Required by Job:

Level 1: Training and guidelines needed to respond to immediate situations within very specific function are provided (or supervisor available to assist).

Level 2: General information and guidance to assist in responding to a variety of situations across a range of circumstances are provided.

Level 3: Little guidance available for responding to a wide range of complex situations with far-reaching and/or enduring consequences.

Examples of Behavioral Indicators:

- Effectively responds to atypical situations.
- Asks questions or otherwise obtains additional relevant information to make a decision.
- Formulates a decision and necessary actions based on available facts.
- Correctly infers appropriate response based on information provided and existing policies, personal experience, and/or consultation with others.
- Discusses conclusions/possible responses with others before taking action as necessary.
- Considers impact of decisions on all affected parties.

Performance Levels:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Satisfactory</th>
<th>Superior</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Correctly assesses routine and unusual situations and reaches appropriate conclusions for actions needed. Obtains additional information and/or consults with others as necessary.</td>
<td>Evaluates new situations accurately to establish an appropriate response or plan of action. Recognizes the impact on all affected parties, as well as the possible ramifications and/or repercussions of setting a precedent.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
20. JOB KNOWLEDGE – Knows information required to perform a specific job. Includes both widely available courses of study (for example, chemistry, human resources management, graphic arts) and City-specific information (parking regulation and ticketing practices; purchasing procedures; provisions of the City Charter).

Level of Competency Required by Job:

Level 1: Knowledge is concrete, factual, and/or procedural and may be defined by the organization. Situations in which it is applied are quite consistent.

Level 2: Knowledge is substantive and may be defined by an external trade, field, or profession. Situations in which it is applied vary and, as such, require breadth and depth of understanding.

Level 3: Knowledge is abstract, conceptual, and/or complex and may be supported by a well-defined academic discipline or authoritative sources (e.g., laws, ordinances, government guidelines/regulations/codes). Situations in which it is applied may vary greatly or be novel.

Examples of Behavioral Indicators:

- Performs work correctly/avoids technical (job content related) errors.
- Answers technical questions about work accurately.
- Asks few technical questions about the performance of routine work activities.
- Offers advice (“coaching”) to new employees regarding their work.
- Develops training programs for other employees.
- Sought out as a source of information by others.

Performance Levels:

**Satisfactory**

Sufficient job knowledge to perform work correctly independently. Answers technical questions about work correctly.

**Superior**

Expertise in technical job information sufficient to serve as a resource to others. May develop training manuals/programs and/or give internal and/or external presentations related to work.
34. CUSTOMER SERVICE – Interacts with recipients of services (internal or external customers) in a way that provides accurate, timely, and effective information and service.

Level of Competency Required by Job:

Level 1: Interact with customers in person, over the telephone, or through e-mail (and/or other electronic media) in order to provide information or assistance. Listen to customer concerns; explain/reconcile information and provide alternatives if possible; facilitate resolution by making referral and/or following-up as necessary.

Level 2: Promotes positive customer service. Serves as a model of providing exemplary customer service.

Level 3: Develop customer-oriented procedures; identifies changes in procedures to enhance customer service and ensures they are implemented.

Examples of Behavioral Indicators:

- Carefully listens to (or reads) customer statement of the issue.
- Provides direct, informative, accurate responses to customer.
- Suggests options if available.
- Maintains a positive attitude in the face of customer complaint or frustration.
- Remains focused on the issue presented by the customer and directs the customer back to the issue if necessary.
- Asks the customer if their concerns have been fully addressed.
- Ensures organizational policies and practices are customer-focused.
- Ensures all employees recognize their responsibility for customer service and are properly trained for it.

Performance Levels:

Satisfactory
Displays knowledge as well as courtesy and patience when interacting with customers. Ensures customers’ issue is correctly identified and remains focused on it until it is resolved.

Superior
Seeks further information or advice to resolve difficult issues. Solicits feedback on the effectiveness of service. Makes suggestions for improving service and facilitates changes needed to implement.
37. **FLEXIBILITY** – Changes behavior to more effectively respond to differences or changes in situations, circumstances, objectives or people.

**Level of Competency Required by Job:**

**Level 1:** Modify behavior as necessary to accommodate differences/changes.

**Level 2:** Initiate changed behavior when initial approach proves ineffective.

**Level 3:** Perceive subtle cues/feedback to determine modifications in behavior necessary to improve effectiveness.

**Examples of Behavioral Indicators:**

- Adjusts speaking in terms of volume (softer/louder) and/or manner (for example, explanatory vs. directive).
- Offers a different option when the first is rejected.
- Completes work in a nonroutine manner when usual approach is inefficient or ineffective.
- Readily accepts changes in work assignments.
- Willingly works with any others as assigned or required by job duties.

**Performance Levels:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Satisfactory</th>
<th>Superior</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Changes approach or objective when directed to do so. Recognizes failure of initial approach to achieve objective and tries a different one.</td>
<td>Identifies opportunities to improve performance by changing the goal or personal behavior to reach the goal. Supports changes imposed by others.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
42. RESOLVES CONFLICT – Acknowledges and takes action to eliminate ineffective/disruptive interpersonal relationships.

Level of Competency Required by Job:

Level 1: Recognize that conflict is inappropriate in the workplace; ensure no personal involvement in conflict or promptly seek elimination if such involvement occurs. May try to avert conflict among co-workers or to eliminate it if it occurs.

Level 2: Monitor staff for possible signs of arising conflict and, when noted, immediately intervene to reconcile. Recognize when the differing perspectives of different organizational units become disruptive and address the issues with involved parties or management, as appropriate.

Level 3: Recognize that the purposes/objectives of certain entities are inherently at odds and approach interactions with them with sensitivity and facilitates others’ doing so as well. Recognize the debilitating nature of emergent conflict among organizational segments and, when noted, immediately intervene to reconcile.

Examples of Behavioral Indicators:

- Recognizes when a conflict is emerging or has emerged.
- Mentions the need to resolve conflict to other involved party(ies).
- Brings together parties in conflict and encourages them to resolve/facilitates resolution.
- Articulates the common objectives of conflicting entities.
- Enlists the participation of conflict resolution specialists when warranted.

Performance Levels:

Satisfactory

Diffuses conflict at work. Uses other means of addressing interpersonal friction, disagreement, or competing goals. Notes and seeks resolve of conflict among others.

Superior

Recognizes interpersonal, intra-organizational, and internal-external organizational interactions with conflict potential, and seeks to avoid. When signs of emerging conflict noted, immediately takes steps to eliminate.
50. PROCESS IMPROVEMENT – Initiates changes to improve the manner in which work is done, workflow, or the work product.

Level of Competency Required by Job:

Level 1: Identify and suggest improvements in the work of workgroup and/or at the interface of other workgroups with interrelated functions.

Level 2: Audit work processes, work flow, and work product to identify possible improvements; analyze the feasibility of making changes necessary to implement improvements; evaluate the effectiveness of changes made.

Level 3: Initiate effort to re-engineer work processes in order to create a system with maximum efficiency, product/service quality, and timeliness.

Examples of Behavioral Indicators:

- Notes inefficiencies and unnecessary steps for possible elimination.
- Identifies specific changes that would need to occur to implement improvements.
- Analyzes/evaluates necessary changes for feasibility.
- Discusses with involved staff to obtain feedback.
- Recognizes that a complete change in “the way we do business” might be the best solution.

Performance Levels:

**Satisfactory**

Vigilant with respect to identification of opportunities for improvement. Identifies specific steps required to implement feasible changes and ensures they are taken. Evaluates results and makes adjustments.

**Superior**

Objectively considers the entire system and future conditions when evaluating the potential for improvement. Identifies novel solutions and is creative in determining means of implementing them.
53. **LEADERSHIP** – Influences others toward goal accomplishment.

**Level of Competency Required by Job:**

**Level 1:** Assume responsibility for operations or a situation when necessary. Direct the actions of others or otherwise ensure required actions are taken. Remain responsible until relieved or situation is resolved.

**Level 2:** Motivate others to continual activity focused on goal accomplishment. Provide clear objectives and articulate individual activities necessary to achieve them; ensure resources necessary to do so are available. Monitor work progress and provide feedback; assess results.

**Level 3:** *Articulate a vision, convey it to others, and assign responsibilities (or assure they are assigned) for achieving it. Monitor progress, make adjustments as necessary, and evaluate results.*

**Examples of Behavioral Indicators:**

- Evaluates circumstances, determining what needs to be done, and ensuring individual responsibility for performing specific actions is assigned.

- Follows-up to ensure that specific actions have been taken and overall objective has been accomplished.

- Clearly communicates objectives and responsibility/individual actions necessary to achieve them.

- Monitors work in progress, provides feedback to those involved, and makes adjustments to work plans/processes to ensure goal attainment.

- Evaluates completed work for quality, thoroughness, and effectiveness to determine whether re-work or additional work is required to meet intended objectives and to provide learning for future assignments.

**Performance Levels:**

**Satisfactory**

Assumes responsibility for work of others when required or necessary. Ensures actions taken to achieve objectives, and evaluates results to determine any follow-up needed.

**Superior**

Articulates vision/states clear objectives and assigns responsibility/motivates others toward achievement. Monitors progress; gives feedback; evaluates results; ensures follow-up.
59. STRATEGIC PLANNING – Establishes plans in a way that will achieve vision for the future.

Level of Competency Required by Job:

Level 1: Recognizes that no work organization is static, so identifies how an improved organization would function and develops plans to create such an organization.

Level 2: Considers factors in the external environment, best practices, and internal organizational factors to develop a vision for the future; identifies feasible changes/innovations in support of the vision.

Level 3: Considers social, economic, legal, and political trends and the “big picture” of the organization to establish a vision for its effective operation in the world of the future.

Examples of Behavioral Indicators:

- Establishes and keeps up-to-date a “strategic plan.”
- Articulates how current trends and anticipated future events are expected to impact the organization.
- Identifies actions the organization can take to accommodate or leverage trends and future events.
- Recognizes that evolution/change will occur, and without an attempt to manage it, that it is unlikely to be in the best interest of the organization.
- Accepts that even when many factors are unknown or their certainty is questionable, that which is known with any degree of certainty can be effectively used to formulate plans.

Performance Levels:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Satisfactory</th>
<th>Superior</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Considers the future when establishing current day-to-day operational practices. Envisions an improved organization and identifies specific actions to help create it.</td>
<td>Understands that the larger environment in which the organization exists is influenced by and influences the organization. Notwithstanding uncertainties, formulates a vision and plans to achieve it.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>